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general running. Finely-Tuned Windings with Advanced Bobbins and Shock-Resistant Expoy
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complete boot assemblies that install right on top of your truck's spark plugs. Each plug is
manufactured using advanced bobbins and specialized silicone magnetic steel cores. The
windings of each coil are optimized and tuned to provide excellent power and turn ratios that
ensure optimum spark. High temperature expoy coatings help the coils resist shock, vibration,
and heat so that your truck runs flawlessly no matter its application. This version of Accel's
coils come standard with a cool blue finish that looks great in your engine bay. Fitment: F 5.
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Advanced Bobbins and Shock-Resistant Expoy Coating This full set of six coil-on-plug ignition
coils come with plug-and-play connectors and complete boot assemblies that install right on
top of your truck's spark plugs. Each plug is manufactured using advanced bobbins and
specialized silicone magnetic steel cores. The windings of each coil are optimized and tuned to
provide excellent power and turn ratios that ensure optimum spark. High temperature expoy
coatings help the coils resist shock, vibration, and heat so that your truck runs flawlessly no
matter its application. This version of Accel's coils come standard with an eye-catching yellow
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you find this helpful? Needed some pick up and better throttle response. Installed and noticed a
difference right away. Throttle is very responsive. Would recommend for a quick plug and play
upgrade. Have Questions? What are these coils rated at? There is a guru selling his coils rated
at 65k claiming 25 hp gains. In theory, any improvement in coil pack power and spark plug burn
will get you some amount of power, but the more you increase coil pack output, the more wear
and tear you put on the internals of the coils. Still, without knowing specifics it's hard to say for
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Overview ACCEL Super Coils feature advanced bobbin technology, highly specialized silicon
magnetic steel cores, optimized windings, proper resistance and engineered turn ratios that
deliver a high performance, quality coil. Specialized high temperature epoxy resists shock and
vibration, while increasing thermal conductivity. These are direct high performance
replacements for OEM coils. Part Limited 90 Day Warranty: See Details. Some parts are not legal
for use in California or other states with similar regulations. In that time engine technology has
improved dramatically and ignition systems have evolved as well. One of the more popular
ignition upgrades on both modern and classic muscle cars is the ignition coil. We recently took
a few minutes to talk to Steve Davis of Performance Distributors regarding some common
misconceptions and myths about ignition coil upgrades. Our discussion brought to light several
important points about ignition upgrades that the casual enthusiast may not have previously
considered. In the world of performance, more is almost always better. More boost, more
airflow, more fuel, more horsepower, more performance, etc. However, more voltage does not
always mean better in the world of ignition coils. The key is to maintain coil voltage under load
-the acceleration phase, with little or no drop-off. Davis says the key to maintaining consistent
voltage throughout the RPM range is in the internal construction of the coil. Doing this allows
the coil to more efficiently transfer energy throughout the operating range of the engine. This
might be an area where consumers, even those with a fundamental understanding of how an
ignition coil is constructed could make an improper assumption. More windings and heavier
gauge material for those windings typically improves the performance of a coil. Davis points out
however that often even with those changes an upgraded coil can fit within an OEM size case or
housing, or one that is only slightly larger. Doing so often ensures the coil fits in OEM size
packaging, but performs significantly better. This last misconception example is going to
exclude modern coil over plug, or coil pack ignition system vehicles, and primarily pertain to
the older muscle car crowd, some of you reading this may have no idea what a ballast resistor
is. A ballast resistor restricts current flow in an electrical circuit. In an ignition system equipped
with a ballast resistor, the ballast resistor restricts current flow to the coil. If the coil requires a
resistor -and your prior coil did not you may very well burn out your new coil in a short period
of time. And conversely, if your new coil manufacturer does not want you to run a ballast
resistor -and you did with yo
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ur prior coil, you may not receive the performance benefit of your new coil. Performance
Distributors manufactures a wide array of ignition products for many modern and classic
vehicles, including trucks and muscle cars. Its web-site is also packed with helpful information
for upgrading and even troubleshooting ignition systems. Be sure to check them out for your
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